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Data annual report adalah

Public companies such as PT Djarum tbk, PT Gudang Garam tbk, PT Pertamina, Bank Mandiri, PT Electronic City Indonesia tbk, are required to issue annual reports to shareholders and other interested parties. This annual report summarizes the company's operating activities last year and future plans. There are many differences in the order and format of
presentation of the main sections of the annual report. However, part of the annual report is devoted to the financial statements, including accompanying notes. In addition, the annual reports usually include the following sections :P be added and analyzed by management Reports on the fairness of financial statementsHow was it completed? Let's learn
together... 01: Definition and format of Annual Report A: Understanding the Annual Report (Annual Report)The performance of a company or business can be assessed from monthly financial statements, quarters, semesters and annual reports. When we learn a report, or evaluate our learning activities within a certain period of time it is evaluated. What
about the company's annual financial statements and the broader scope of the company's annual report? An annual report is a report issued by the company to the public; investors, regulators and stakeholders. This annual report generally contains the main financial statements and the analysis of the management of the activities of the past year and the
future prospects. The annual report is one of the important reports of various reports issued by the company. B: Form of annual report (Annual report)How is the format of the annual report? In general, the format of the annual report consists of 2 modules, namely: #1: Discussion and analysis by administration Projects to be included in the annual report
submitted to Bapepam is discussion and analysis by the administration [Administration,s Discussion and Analysis]. Analysis that provides important information for the translation of financial statements and the evaluation of the future of the company. Management's discussions and analyses include analyzing business results and discussing management's
views on future performance.***And comparing the previous year's results statements with the previous year to explain changes in sales, significant expenses, gross profit and operating profit. For example, sales growth can be explained by reference to higher volumes of goods delivery or higher sales prices. Management's discussion and analysis also
includes an analysis of the company's financial situation, which compares significant balance sheet positions between consecutive years for changes in liquidity and capital resources. It is also being discussed about uncovering significant risks.***Pay attention the size of the analysis used by management: The size of the analysis that demonstrates the
company's ability to meet its current maturity obligations. The size of the analysis demonstrates the ability to repay the debt immediately The size of the analysis to assess efficiency in debt collection and credit management. Evaluate efficiency in inventory management. Displays margins for long-term creditors. Assess the risk to creditors in terms of the
amount of interest costs incurred. Evaluation of the effectiveness in the use of assets. Assessment of the profitability of assets. Assessment of the profitability of investments made by shareholders. Indicates future profit prospects based on the relationship between the common stock price and profit. Displays the rate of return to ordinary shareholders in the
form of a dividend.#2: Report on the fairness of financial statements In addition to internal audit reports issued by public accounting firms. All public companies must also conduct an independent audit of their financial statements.02: Sample Annual Report (Annual Report) can be obtained on the Indonesian Stock ExchangeIn the click on the Listed Company
section in the upper right corner and you can find the annual report by clicking on FINANCIAL REPORT &amp; Annual.03: Trade Company Financial Report Case StudyLes the following trading company Allied Food Products financial report: Allied Food Products, a processing company and distributor of various basic foods. Allied was founded in 1978 when
several regional companies merged in the US. The company has experienced steady growth, while also gaining a reputation as one of the best companies in its industry.***And here are the data of Allied Food Products Financial Report in 2004 and 2005 :#1: Examples of commercial companies' balance sheets:Sample Balance Sheet Report # 2: Report
Trading Company Earnings Loss: Example of Income Statement #3: Cash Flow Statement : Allied Earnings Cash Flow Statement decreased slightly in 2005 from $121.8 million in 2004 to $117.5 million. The administration said the reduction stemmed from drought-related losses and rising costs due to a three-month strike. However, management then
continued by presenting a more optimistic picture in the future, stating that the company has returned to full operation. Some unprofitable businesses have been released and 2006 profits are expected to rise sharply. Of course, there can be no increase in profitability and analysts should compare the management's latest statement with the
results.***Regardless, the information contained in the annual report can be used to help predict future earnings and dividends. Dividends. therefore, interested parties, such as investors, are very interested in information. Other analyses can be found in the following article :* **And expand our understanding and insight into the annual report watch the
following short video:04: ConclusionWhy type of business you are, annual report or annual financial report is important. The goal is to know the performance and growth of the business over time. There are two types of information provided in the annual report, namely: A: Verbal InformationFirst, the verbal part often presented as a letter from the chief
executive explaining the results of the company's activities over the past year. He went on to discuss new developments that will affect the company's future operations. B: Quantitative InformationSecond, quantitative unit presenting four main financial statements, namely: Balance Sheet, Statement of Income Statement, Capital Change Report and Cash
Flow Report. When presented together, all these annual reports provide an accounting overview of the company's activities and financial position.***Detailed data are provided for the last two or three years following a historical review of significant activity statistics over the past five years. Quantitative and verbal material has the same meaning. The financial
statements indicate what really happened to assets, profits and dividends in recent years. Meanwhile oral reports are trying to explain WHY such circumstances are happening and what is likely to happen in the future. If you want to make financial statements with Excel or accounting software, the tutorial can be followed by this article: Full accounting cycle
from A to Z ***From a simple example of analysis of the financial statements of the above trading companies can be used according to the terms of your business environment. So that evaluation and improvement can be done continuously and continuously. This is what can be shared about the annual report. Good luck with that. Thank. Bachelor of
Economics – Hallo everything, back in sarjanaekonomi.co.id, in this article we will discuss the annual report. Did you know before what an annual report is? , if not yet, this article can add to your knowledge, because in this article you can fully understand. Understanding the annual report is a report on growth and achievement achieved by an organization or
company within a period of one year. Accurate data form the basis for the preparation of the annual reports. The annual report summarises the financial statements and achievements by an organisation or company within a period of one year. Annual Report Operation Information on the company's achievement within one year Creative marketing through the
integrity of writing and design Improving the attractiveness of the company in the eyes of consumers Complete documents presenting the balance sheet of profits and losses to the company Explaining the jobdesc and functions of each field of work. Financial Exposure Features There are four main features in the preparation of financial statements: It is
understandable: users should be able to understand their financial statements and form, writings and terms. Related: financial statements must present information that can be used as a basis for decision-making. Reliability: the information in the avoidance report is free from material errors. Comparable: the financial statements can be compared to the
financial statements of the previous period. Purpose of the annual report Main purpose of the annual report Read also: Understanding BEP (Break Even Point) According to experts The goal is as a provider of information related to financial position, performance, and changes in financial position that are useful in terms of decision-making. Purpose of the
Annual Public Report: To provide information on the achievement of the company's marketing facilities in the written form Increase the attractiveness of the company in the eyes of consumers As a document containing information on the company's performance and profits and losses in one year. As important information for investors who will invest in the
company to be able to know the state of the company. Well, from the explanation of the above article you certainly already know what is √ Annual Report: Understanding, Function, Feature &amp; Full Purpose. This article may be useful and useful for all of you who read it, thank you for visiting sarjanaekonomi.co.id Read also more articles: :
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